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Subject: RE: (Fwd: lFwd: message problems]) 
Date: Thu, 8 JuJ 2004 13:54:47 +olOO 

From: A Leftwich <al23@york.ac.uk> 
To: "'Magnus Gunther'" <magnus@intranetca> 
CC: "Adrian" <a123@york.ac.uk> 

Dear Mag 

Yep, the message opened but funny form - do you use Word? 

By the way WHERE and WHEN is the article due out? Please let me know or, 
at least send me an off-print! 

1 I think it was just tone and implication about the terrorism 
point. Given it's resonance today, the meaning may be misconstrued. 

2 I also find it hard to deal with that issue that we were in it 
but not of it. I'm trying to think it through. lt was true in a general 
sense of whites - true by definition. We were not oppressed, exploited 
excluded. That's the first point. So we were not fighting for our own 
liberation in that sense. We could not be. So it was a fight against 
injustice of which we were not the direct victims. [ think that 
socio-psychological context must have made a difference. So 1 only have 
questions - why did so many JjberaJs and JjberaJish peopJe leave? I 
nearly di~ Hugh nearly did - many others Neville, Shula Marks the Wits 
mob (Laurie, Martin B.etc),pJus countless others, left. Some CP people, 
too, but not genera1ly as many. l think. like religious people, they bad 
a deeper ideological commitment Was oms of that intensity? 

I can't think of another case historically when members of an 
objectively dominant class(whites in this case) identified with members 
and the cause of another dominated class, can you? So sociologically, it 
would be surprising. It is even more surprising when those of the 
domi.nant class have so many cultural-linguistic links with other 
countries and couJd so easily 'relocate' (Canada, UK, USA, Australia) 
and, in our cases, did. 

It's HARD to think through because of the implications, but I think 
there's something there that needs that difticult thought. 

On the social democracy issue, [just don't think there was enough 
discussion or tmderstanding of the whole corpus of theory and 
understanding about state-economy relationships, problems of collective 
choice and the relationship between politics and economics. Hutt's book 
was not properly understood (by me, at least) and yet it made powerful 
points about the irrationality of aparthei~ economically (he was an 
early neoJiberaJ). We never ever got into that stuff - who was there to 
teach us? Apart from Jack Simons at UCT ( and he ran the marxist study 
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groups) who was there of the intellectuaJ standing, in poJitical science 
or political economy, to teach us? The liberals, like Terrence, were all 
highly normative in approacjh, not anaJytical or explanatory. I don't 
think much of my writings then at al] - clumsy half-0>ek view'S which may 
have stumbled on some good poiints, but not by design or intent! As 
Stevie Wonder used to say:"lf you believe in something you don't 
understand you really suffer" Right on Stevie boi 

Sorry to hear about Rose. Never heard that rumour of her. What's the 
Stockholm syndrome?! 

I don't understand Neville. I find it hard to grasp the intensity of his 
venom. Perhaps against me (but why so vicious - he was way out of it, 
recruited us and left, made no sacrifices), but why you? It feels very 
infantile, to be honest. Don't get your knickers in a twist about him. 
He needs therapy!! 

Be weJI 

Best 

Adrian 
--Original Message-
From: Magnus Gunther [mailto:magnus@intranet.ca] 
Sent: 07 JuJy 2004 21 :46 
To: Adrian Leftwich 
Subject: [Fwd: [Fwd: message problems]] 

Sorry A I sent rthis to myself by mistake hence forwarding it to you as 
an attachment. Let me know if there's a problem opening it? Magnus 
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